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• The sole objective of this white paper is to present the IBS Token Ecosystem 
to potential token holders in connection with the planned Token benefits. 
The information outlined in this whitepaper may not be exhaustive and 
does not indicate any elements of a contractual agreement. Details of this 
whitepaper are not binding for IBSTOKEN Ecosystem, while IBSTOKEN 
reserves the right to change, modify, remove or add content to the 
document for specific reasons at any time before, during, or after the 
IBSTOKEN Token Sale. Our Whitepaper is intended for informational 
purposes only and to present the benefits of IBSTOKEN to the general 
public. 

• The purpose of this Whitepaper is to provide relevant and reasonable 
information to enable a thorough analysis of the IBSTOKEN Ecosystem. 
IBSTOKEN is speculative and involves a high degree of risk and uncertainty, 
and please see the legal section for additional details and terms of 
IBSTOKEN. This document is a marketing document and is not intended to 
be legally binding. The information in this document does not constitute a 
recommendation for any person to purchase IBSTOKEN. 

• Certain statements contained in this document may constitute forward-
looking statements or speak for future events or plans. Such forward-
looking statements or information involve known and unknown risks and 
uncertainties, which may cause actual events to differ materially. No 
reliance should be placed on any such forward looking statements or 
information

• No regulatory authority in any jurisdiction has examined or approved of 
this Whitepaper or any part thereof. No action to obtain such examination 
or approval has been or will be taken by IBSTOKEN or any other person 
under the laws, regulations, or rules of any jurisdiction. 3
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• Recently, there has been a lot of progress in the block chain field,

with the technology being improved through ambitious projects
that want to lay the groundwork for a decentralized economy.

• Block chain has the potential to disrupt industry structures and
drive large-scale changes in organizational business models. A
strategic approach is required to realize this potential and overcome
the challenges of adoption. IBSTOKEN is the world’s first immersive
ecosystem that is powered by a single multipurpose community
token

• IBSTOKEN, built on the TRON Block chain (TRC20), aims to unite
Block chain Service, Education, Communication, Entertainment,
Fashion , Research, NFT based Gaming, DeFi, Travel, and other
activities into a single ecosystem. IBSTOKEN’s mission is to improve
the block chain ecosystem and effect change by improving user
experience and providing a multipurpose token for daily activities.
The IBSTOKEN ecosystem would help accelerate block chain
technology adoption while also empowering users to go fully digital,
which is in line with the block chain community’s goal of achieving
true decentralization.

• Following our vision, the IBSTOKEN will be integrated into our
upcoming projects. IBSTOKEN Ecosystem will offer its token holders
appealing opportunities, innovative products, and services in the
digital space.

• IBSTOKEN’s business strategy and the applicable legal rules and
regulations determine the availability of specific products and
services in each market. IBSTOKEN is, without a doubt, the best
option for a community that values the most efficient system for
broadening its horizons. Let us together explore the infinite
possibilities and create a better tomorrow for all of us.
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The IBSTOKEN ECOSYSTEM aims to create an ecosystem of digital products backed by a single multi-utility token, IBSTOKEN.
As the world evolves into block chain technology, keeping different cryptocurrencies for different use cases is unnecessarily
stressful.
It’s almost impossible to choose a single token for all of your Service, education, entertainment, gaming , fashion ,
communication, travel & health needs.
IBSTOKEN is a multi-purpose community token backed by an immersive ecosystem to make lives easier.
It is a single token for multiple products and apps; it becomes profitable to earn rewards by creating and consuming
content, learning, playing games, and communicating with your loved ones. The goal is to create the ultimate ecosystem for
education, communications, fashion, gaming, entertainment and many more. We aim to be the leading innovator in the
block chain industry, backed by some of the industry’s most experienced players. The IBSTOKEN is a digital asset traded on
the TRC20 platform native to the IBSA ( International Block chain Service & Academy) ecosystem. It is a utility token
designed to provide the IBSTOKEN ecosystem benefits and access to appealing opportunities in the digital asset space.
The IBSTOKEN was created to allow anyone, regardless of technical ability, to use it effectively, while also making it more

accessible and understandable to the average person.
It is necessary to bring block chain technology to the masses through simple ecosystems that provide tangible benefits to

the market while requiring no technical knowledge from the end-user.
As a utility token, IBSTOKEN allows users worldwide to use various digital products and offers multiple incentives to
encourage the use of the platform, such as discounts and loyalty rewards. In general, block chain technology has
demonstrated its utility in any application that currently requires a centralized ledger.
This Whitepaper discusses how block chain technology can address the problem of using multiple tokens for multiple
products every day. In addition, It also discusses the unique features the IBSTOKEN ecosystem has to offer that make it
stand out from any other block chain innovation out there.
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• The IBSTOKEN ecosystem’s vision is as follows: Increased Accessibility -The IBSTOKEN ecosystem’s
vision is to make block chain technology available to as many people as possible in various parts of
the world.

• As a result, we will a user-friendly ecosystem that will allow users to take advantage of the fast-
emerging Tron Block chain features (TRC20).

• Leading player in the block chain industry- IBSTOKEN’s vision is to be the leading provider of secure
digital services and opportunities and the pioneering platform that enables digital products to be
relevant to our users’ daily lives.

• Lowering the entry barrier: IBSTOKEN’s vision is to significantly reduce the barrier of entry into the
token economy for both users and developers by providing a superior experience. To that end, we
intend to develop a novel and robust block chain architecture for future projects.

• The primary goal of the IBSTOKEN ECOSYSTEM is to establish a set of global tools based on block
chain technology in the fields of Service, Education ,Communication, Social Entertainment, Fashion,
NFT based Gaming, Decentralized Payment, Travel App, Defi(Staking), And Decentralized Trading &
Exchange Platform.

• Our goal is to create a highly secure and scalable infrastructure that allows for seamless
interoperability of centralized and decentralized infrastructure. The next generation of decentralized
infrastructure will determine the future of the current internet architecture. IBSTOKEN Ecosystem
intends to pioneer a series of innovative digital products. With a native digital asset IBSTOKEN aims to
provide unparalleled opportunities and benefits to its users and the IBSTOKEN community.
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• IBS Token is a Multi Utility Token Based On TRC20

• IBS is working with a unique model that allows consumers to use the cloud-based services to
develop, use and host their blockchain apps, functions and smart contracts. In a nutshell,
they provide full-fledged blockchain platforms that ease the development process. We are
acting as a bridge between enterprise companies and enterprise blockchain platforms.
Though these platforms provide a generalized version of the blockchain technology, not all
organizations can integrate them into their business solutions. Some enterprises might
require privacy; some might not. Using the platform to build blockchain solutions with their
own development team could not be an ideal solution. Developers who have never worked
with blockchain technology or platforms may leave a lot of security holes, and in return, it
will harm the company itself.You should always approach blockchain experts before planning
to implement blockchain within the business ecosystem.
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• There are Over 15000+ Cryptocurrencies all Over The World. Which Contains Many
Cryptocurrencies That are not Acceptable in the market and does not have the
characteristics of a Cryptocurrency.

• For Which Different People of the world unknowingly buy different cryptocurrencies
from which the are deceived in various ways and lose Money.

• The Main reason is the Lack of experience About Cryptocurrency.

• So we bring you IBS Academy so that people are not deceived by the cryptocurrency in
the future IBS Academy is a crypto Learning Institute through which you can learn crypto
manually, Online and Offline.

• IBS WHITEPAPER 2.O
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• IBSTOKEN Ecosystem offer block chain token- based
scholarships and track our students’ accomplishments on the
Block chain database. Students get and can exchange the
platform’s token rewards for digital goods or services. The use
of Smart contracts would make sponsorships and reward
distributions simple. Students at IBSA & University will be able
to ‘earn as they learn’ thanks to applying for token-based
scholarships via Block chain technology. Taking courses with a
token scholarship allows you to earn IBS Tokens, exchanged for
additional courses or traded for different tokens. IBSA &
University will provide our users with a gamified experience to
keep them motivated to learn the necessary skills by immersing
them in a fun and rewarding learning environment.

• IBSA & University will be the world’s first decentralized
education and rewards platform. IBSA & University will use the
block chain to provide students with online courses that include
various benefits and incentives, such as token scholarships and
achievement tracking. In addition, the team behind the
IBSTOKEN ecosystem wants to use block chain to transform
academia and corporate hiring completely. The idea is to use
smart contracts to connect students, universities, and
businesses on the block chain. Users will also be able to obtain
their certificates through smart contracts 9
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• IBS WHITEPAPER 2.O

1. IBS CRYPTO SIGNAL
2. MOVIANA

3. RENEWABLE ENERGY BUSINESS( SOLAR PLANT )

4. GENERAL INSURANCE (SALES & MARKETING 
ASSOCIATES)  

The IBSTOKEN ecosystem intends to launch the world’s first
platform that will allow token holders to reap the benefits of
several blockchain-based future projects, including:



IBS CRYPTO SIGNAL
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IBS Crypto Signal available in Google play store is not just another Signal provider APP. It is 
a platform for the people who know the trading and required guidance to trade or invest 
successfully. Beside the Fundamental and Technical Analysis based trading signal there is 
step by step guidance including money management , risk management , Financial 
planning etc. IBS Crypto Signal helps its subscribers to find out potential long term hidden 
opportunities with proper strategies to boost up your Crypto Asset wallet . 50% revenue 
from IBS CRYPTO SIGNAL APP will be used for “Buying & Burning "of IBStoken from the 1st 
quarter of 2022 financial year. 



OTT APP - MOVIANA
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According to KPMG Media and Entertainment Report 2018, the Indian OTT market is 
expected to grow 45 percent to reach ₹138 billion by the end of fiscal 2023 IBSTOKEN’s 
‘OTT streaming’ App MOVIANA is one of its main flagship products.

List of successful OTT Streaming App in India …
1. Netflix in India · 2. Disney+ Hotstar OTT platform · 3. Amazon Prime Video · 4. 

Sony Liv · 5. Zee5 · 6. Voot · 7. MX Player · 8. ALTBalaji

MOVIANA is IBSTOKEN ecosystem project and no doubt 1st time in the 
world in Crypto Currency industry that will use IBStokens for subscription 
and internal micro transactions in future. And 21% of profit ( Quarterly ) 
from MOVIANA will be used for “ Buying & Burning “ of IBStoken which 
will ensure the price growth and stability of IBStoken. MOVIANA OTT app 
is not just another Streaming up launching to show movies and web 
series . MOVIANA OTT will be unique with varieties of new features. 
There will be different segments for different peoples with different 
choices. Short Movies , Micro Movies , Web series , KIDs Segment ( 
Learning with entertainment ), Animations , Comedy show , Attractive 
Documentaries , Travel Guide and IBSA TV ( Live shows , Training , Crypto 
News , Interviews etc) MOVIANA’s target to acquire 25 lakhs subscribers 
in 1st year ( 2022 ) . Estimated time to reach breakeven and profit is 1 
year. 
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Solar Business in INDIA – A Business of endless possibilities .

To provide a better , cleaner and greener future for India and the rest of the world IBSA started their another venture 
Renewable Energy Business . 
India is running one of the largest and most ambitious renewable capacity expansion programs in the world. In 2019 at UN 
Climate Summit, India announced that it will be more than doubling its renewable energy target from 175GW to 450GW by 
2022. Solar Energy in India has Giant Opportunities. 
The Indian government had an initial target of 20 GW solar capacity for 2022, which was achieved four years ahead of 
schedule. The installed solar capacity in September 2020 was 36 GW and India has an ambitious target to achieve 450 GW of 
renewable energy capacity by 2030. Solar and wind energy have the lowest cost of power for new capacity. 
It is a very good profit making industry which is going to be among the “next trend” Business. IBS will utilize it’s 10% profit for “ 
Buying & Burning” of IBStoken which will reduce the circulations of the IBStoken and ensure its price stability and help for 
growth of price 



HEALTH INSURANCE (SALES & MARKETING ASSOCIATES)
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AGENCY ID IS – 22P30899 
We often see that all of a sudden, due to some illness, many people have lost their life's
earnings. Because they did not have any insurance. So everyone should have insurance. We
will encourage everyone to insure.
Insurance plans are beneficial to anyone looking to protect their family, assets/property and
themselves from financial risk/losses: Insurance plans will help you pay for medical
emergencies, hospitalization, contraction of any illnesses and treatment, and medical care
required in the future.
We have tied the knot with Reliance General Insurance, giving everyone the opportunity to
take out convenient insurance.
We offer this insurance through IBS Token so that every IBS Token holder can easily protect
their life or property or money.

Because We Care You
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1. DRESS & DESIGN

2. IBS PAY

3. TRAVELMATE)

DRESS AND DESIGN ( 2nd Quarter 2023 )
(Unique Fashion App - Buy your dress and Sell your design)

IBS PAY ( final version December 2022 )

TRAVELMATE ( 2nd quarter 2023
(Tour & Travel App) IBSPLAY ( 2nd Quarter 2023 ) ( NFT based 

Gaming App )

4. “IBSPLAY” GAMING APP
( CRYPTO WALLET AND CRYPTO TRANSFER APP )
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1. DRESS & DESIGN
DRESS AND DESIGN ( 2nd Quarter 2023 )

(Unique Fashion App - Buy your dress and Sell your design)

IBStoken’s another upcoming project is unique “DRESS & DESIGN” 
App which has the potential to be one of the most popular App in 
shopping portal segment with availability of AI ( Artificial 
Intelligence ) based customer participation in design marketplace . 
Here one can Buy T-shirt with design choice option otherwise one 
can sell his/her design and earn a handsome profit by using this 
platform . 

To buy a T-shirt you need to select the T-shirt , Color & Size and 
then you can choose a design which is submitted by users with 
their price. 

21% of profit from this unique platform will be used to “buy 
and burn” of IBStoken in quarterly basis. 

To buy a T-shirt you need to select the T-shirt , Color & Size and 
then you can choose a design which is submitted by users with 
their price. 
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( CRYPTO WALLET AND CRYPTO 
TRANSFER APP )

IBStoken is preparing to launch a unique cloud based and fully secured 
smart crypto wallet where people can store their favorite crypto assets 
including IBS with cross blockchain facilities and transfer for very 
minimum fees. All utility services of IBS will be accessible through this 
unique IBS Pay wallet . 33% Revenue of IBS Pay wallet will be used for 
buying and burning of IBStoken every quarter .
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Blockchain based Tour & Travel App

IBStoken’s another most awaited project is Blockchain based Tour and 
Travel app . After massive hit by global pandemic ,Travel industry is 
trying to revive slowly . IBS is going to participate on that industry with 
the support of Blockchain based Tour & travel services which will be 
completely different from other players with the participation of new 
crypto communities leaded by new generations. 21% of revenue will be 
used for buying and burning in every quarter .
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“IBSPLAY” GAMING APP

The “IBSPLAY” Gaming App will be available on 2nd quarter of 2023 by IBSTOKEN. 
The gaming industry is completely changing with blockchain technology . These 
changes will benefit all stakeholders, including gamers, who now have access to 
variety of games , developers and producers. Cryptocurrency and NFTs are going to 
transform the world of virtual assets. This new technology will have a significant 
impact on digital games, particularly those with multiplayer scenarios. IBS is on the 
process to launch unique NFT based knowledge building games which will hit the 
market after the 2nd quarter of 2023 . 21% revenue will be used for Buying and 
Burning of IBStoken in quarterly basis.
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